We prove a uniform version of the Goldblatt-Thomason theorem for logics algebraically captured by normal lattice expansions (normal LE-logics).
Introduction
This paper pertains to a line of research aimed at developing the model theory of polarity-based semantics for classes of logics algebraically captured by varieties of normal lattice expansions in any signature (collectively referred to as normal LE-logics). Well known instances of LElogics abound and have been extensively investigated (see e.g. [19, 23, 16, 10] ). Building on results and insights developed within the theory of canonical extensions [13, 8] , polarity-based semantics was introduced in [12] for the multiplicative fragment of the Lambek calculus, based on RS-polarities (i.e. those polarities that dually correspond to perfect lattices). The same methodology was applied in [18] to define polarity-based semantics for arbitrary LE-languages in a semantic setting in which the restriction to RS-polarities is dropped.
Thanks to its generality and uniformity, the polarity-based semantics for LE-logics lends itself to support a rich mathematical theory, uniformly developed for the whole class of LElogics or large subclasses thereof: examples of such results are the generalized Sahlqvist theory [7] , and the uniform proof of semantic cut elimination and finite model property for certain classes of LE-logics [18] , paving the way to a research program aimed at extending also other results in algebraic proof theory (e.g. decidability via finite embeddability property, disjunction property, Craig interpolation) from substructural logics to LE-logics.
Interestingly, the polarity-based semantics has also proved suitable to support a number of independent, pre-theoretic interpretations of the meaning of (some) LE-languages, in the same way in which Kripke semantics captures the essentials of various independent conceptual frameworks of reference for modal logic.
Specifically, in [6, 5] , the poly-modal lattice-based logic in the LE-language ∧, ∨, ⊤, ⊥, ✷ i for i ∈ Agents was given a natural interpretation as an epistemic logic of formal concepts. That is, rather than states of affairs, formulas in this language denote formal concepts. The polarity-based semantics of this language consists of structures F = (P, {R i | i ∈ Agents}), referred to as enriched formal contexts, such that P = (W, U, N ) is a polarity and R i ⊆ W × U for each i ∈ Agents.
Building on the well known interpretation of polarities in Formal Concept Analysis [11] , each such structure can be regarded as the abstract representation of some database of objects w ∈ W and features u ∈ U , where wN u is understood as 'object w has feature u', and, if i is an agent, wR i u is understood as 'object w has feature u, according to i'. The classical notion of satisfaction of a formula at a state generalizes to enriched formal contexts as w φ standing for 'object w is a member of category φ', and u ≻ φ standing for 'feature u describes (i.e. is part of the intension of) category φ'. For any formal concept φ, the term ✷ i φ denotes the formal concept the extension of which is the set of objects to which agent i attributes all the features describing φ; in symbols [[✷ i φ]] := {w ∈ W | ∀u(u ≻ φ ⇒ wR i u)}. Under this interpretation, ✷ i φ intuitively denotes 'concept φ according to i'. This interpretation is also consistent with the epistemic interpretation of well known (Sahlqvist) modal principles such as ✷ i p ⊢ p (classically encoding the factivity of knowledge) and ✷ i p ⊢ ✷ i ✷ i p (classically encoding positive introspection), relative to their first-order correspondents on enriched formal contexts. For instance, the factivity axiom above corresponds to the first order condition R i ⊆ N , requiring agent i to be factually correct in her attributions.
In [25] , the polarity-based semantics of the LE-logic in the language ∧, ∨, ⊤, ⊥, ✷, ✸ is used as a natural framework for rough concepts which unifies Formal Concept Analysis and Rough Set Theory [28] . The polarity-based semantics of this language consists of structures F = (P, R ✷ , R ✸ ), referred to again as enriched formal contexts, such that P = (W, U, N ) is a polarity, R ✷ ⊆ W × U , and R ✸ ⊆ U × W is such that R −1 ✸ = R ✷ . Again, each such structure can be regarded as the abstract representation of some database of objects w ∈ W and features u ∈ U , where wN u is understood as 'object w has feature u'. However, rather than having an epistemic interpretation, wR ✷ u is now understood as 'object w demonstrably has feature u'. Under this interpretation, the members of ✷φ demonstrably have all the features in the description of φ, and thus ✷φ intuitively denotes the category of the certified members of φ. Moreover, ✸φ is the concept described by the set of features that each member of φ demonstrably has, and thus ✸φ intuitively denotes the category of the candidate members of φ, since every object outside this category misses at least one feature that every member of φ demonstrably has. Also this interpretation is consistent with the interpretation of well known (Sahlqvist) modal principles such as ✷p ⊢ ✸p.
Precisely the availability of these and other interpretations makes it interesting to study the expressivity of LE-logics in regard to their polarity-based semantics, and further motivates the contribution of the present paper. Besides its centrality in the build-up of a uniform mathematical theory of the polarity-based semantics of LE-logics, the Goldblatt-Thomason theorem provides a useful strategy to determine whether a certain elementary class of polaritybased structures can be captured by an LE-axiomatic principle. It is enough to show that the given class fails to reflect/be closed under one of the usual constructions to establish that no such axiomatic principle exists.
The original Goldblatt-Thomason theorem [17] has been extended to various classical and distributive-based logical settings which include Positive Modal Logic [3] , coalgebraic logic [22] , graded modal logic [29] , distributive substructural logics [1] , Lukasiewicz logic [32] , and possibility semantics for modal logic [21] . As to non-distributive logical settings, recently, Goldblatt himself gave a version of it for the logic of general lattices [15] . Our present contribution extends this results from polarities to LE-frames (cf. Definition 6).
Structure of the paper. In Section 2, we collect preliminaries on LE-logics and their algebraic and polarity-based semantics; in Section 3, we introduce the morphisms of LEframes that correspond to complete homomorphisms of complete LE-algebras, and the relevant constructions needed for the formulation of the Goldblatt-Thomason theorem; in Section 4, we prove that the "ultrafilter extensions" of LE-frames are p-morphic images of some of their ultrapowers; in Section 5, the main result of this paper is stated and proved; in Section 6 we use the main result to show that certain first-order conditions on LE-frames are not definable in their corresponding LE-language; in Section 7 we collect some conclusions and further directions.
Preliminaries
In the present section, we collect preliminaries on LE-logics. Our presentation and notation are based on [18] .
Syntax and algebraic semantics of LE-logics
Our base language is an unspecified but fixed language L LE , to be interpreted over lattice expansions of compatible similarity type. Throughout the paper, we will use the following auxiliary definition: an order-type over n ∈ N is an n-tuple ε ∈ {1, ∂} n . For every order type ε, we denote its opposite order type by ε ∂ , that is, ε ∂ i = 1 iff ε i = ∂ for every 1 ≤ i ≤ n. For any lattice A, we let A 1 := A and A ∂ be the dual lattice, that is, the lattice associated with the converse partial order of A. For any order type ε, we let
The language L LE (F, G) (from now on abbreviated as L LE ) takes as parameters: 1) a denumerable set of proposition letters Prop, elements of which are denoted p, q, r, possibly with indexes; 2) disjoint sets of connectives F and G. Each f ∈ F and g ∈ G has arity n f ∈ N (resp. n g ∈ N) and is associated with some order-type ε f over n f (resp. ε g over n g ). 1 The terms (formulas) of L LE are defined recursively as follows:
where p ∈ Prop, f ∈ F, g ∈ G. Terms in L LE will be denoted either by s, t, or by lowercase Greek letters such as ϕ, ψ, γ etc. Definition 1. For any tuple (F, G) of disjoint sets of function symbols as above, a lattice expansion (abbreviated as LE) is a tuple A = (D, F A , G A ) such that D is a bounded lattice, F A = {f A | f ∈ F} and G A = {g A | g ∈ G}, such that every f A ∈ F A (resp. g A ∈ G A ) is an n f -ary (resp. n g -ary) operation on A. An LE is normal if every f A ∈ F A (resp. g A ∈ G A ) preserves finite joins (resp. meets) in each coordinate with ε f (i) = 1 (resp. ε g (i) = 1) and reverses finite meets (resp. joins) in each coordinate with ε f (i) = ∂ (resp. ε g (i) = ∂). 2 Let LE be the class of LEs. Sometimes we will refer to certain LEs as L LE -algebras when we wish to emphasize that these algebras have a compatible signature with the logical language we have fixed.
In the remainder of the paper, we will abuse notation and write e.g. f for f A . Henceforth, every LE is assumed to be normal; hence the adjective 'normal' will be typically dropped. The class of all LEs is equational, and can be axiomatized by the usual lattice identities and the following equations for any f ∈ F (resp. g ∈ G) and 1 ≤ i ≤ n f (resp. for each 1 ≤ j ≤ n g ):
Each language L LE is interpreted in the appropriate class of LEs. In particular, for every LE A, each operation f A ∈ F A (resp. g A ∈ G A ) is finitely join-preserving (resp. meet-preserving) in each coordinate when regarded as a map
Definition 2. The canonical extension of a BL (bounded lattice) L is a complete lattice L δ containing L as a sublattice, such that:
1. (denseness) every element of L δ can be expressed both as a join of meets and as a meet of joins of elements from L;
It is well known that the canonical extension of a BL L is unique up to isomorphism fixing L (cf. e.g. [24, Section 2.2]), and that the canonical extension of a BL is a perfect BL, i.e. a complete lattice which is completely join-generated by its completely join-irreducible elements and completely meet-generated by its completely meet-irreducible elements (cf. e.g. [24, Definition 2.14]). The canonical extension of an
such that f A δ and g A δ are defined as the σ-extension of f A and as the π-extension of g A respectively, for all f ∈ F and g ∈ G (cf. [30, 31] ).
The generic LE-logic is not equivalent to a sentential logic. Hence the consequence relation of these logics cannot be uniformly captured in terms of theorems, but rather in terms of sequents, which motivates the following definition:
is a set of sequents φ ⊢ ψ, with φ, ψ ∈ L LE , which contains the following axioms:
• Sequents for lattice operations:
• Sequents for additional connectives:
and is closed under the following inference rules:
The minimal L LE -logic is denoted L LE . By an LE-logic we understand any axiomatic extension of L LE in the language L LE .
For every LE A, the symbol ⊢ is interpreted as the lattice order ≤. A sequent φ ⊢ ψ is valid in A if h(φ) ≤ h(ψ) for every homomorphism h from the L LE -algebra of formulas over Prop to A. The notation LE |= φ ⊢ ψ indicates that φ ⊢ ψ is valid in every LE. Then, by means of a routine Lindenbaum-Tarski construction, it can be shown that the minimal LE-logic L LE is sound and complete with respect to its correspondent class of algebras LE, i.e. that any sequent φ ⊢ ψ is provable in L LE iff LE |= φ ⊢ ψ.
LE-frames and their complex algebras
From now on, we fix an arbitrary normal LE-signature L = L(F, G).
Notation
For any sets A, B and any relation S ⊆ A × B, we let, for any A ′ ⊆ A and B ′ ⊆ B,
For all sets A, B 1 , . . . B n , and any relation S ⊆ A × B 1 × · · · × B n , for any C := (C 1 , . . . , C n ) where C i ⊆ B i and 1 ≤ i ≤ n we let, for all A ′ ,
A ′ is the sequence obtained from C by replacing C i by A ′ and removing the j-th coordinate. When C i := {c i } and A ′ := {a ′ }, we will write c for {c}, and c i for {c} i , and c i a ′ for {c} i {a ′ } . We also let:
Lemma 4 (cf.
[18] Lemma 15). If S ⊆ A × B 1 × · · · × B n and C is as above, then for any
LE-frames
Definition 5 (Polarity). A polarity is a structure W = (W, U, N ) where W and U are sets and N is a binary relation from W to U . As is well-known, W + is isomorphic to the complete sub -semilattice of the Galois-stable sets of the closure operator γ N : P(W ) → P(W ) defined by the assignment X → X ↑↓ . Hence, W + is a complete lattice, in which S := γ N ( S) for any S ⊆ γ N [P(W )]. Moreover, W + can be equivalently obtained as the dual lattice of the Galois-stable sets of the closure operator γ ′ N :
From now on, we focus on
, and R G = {R g | g ∈ G} such that for each f ∈ F and g ∈ G, the symbols R f and R g respectively denote (n f + 1)-ary and (n g + 1)-ary relations on W,
where for any order type ε on n, we let
In addition, we assume that the following sets are Galois-stable (from now on abbreviated as stable) for all w 0 ∈ W , u 0 ∈ U , w ∈ W ε f , and u ∈ U εg :
In what follows, for any order type ε on n, we let
where X ε(i) ⊆ W ε(i) for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n, and let
where
The following lemma gives equivalent conditions to (6) and (7). We make use of notation introduced in (1), (2), (3) . To simplify the notation we identify γ N and γ ′ N .
Lemma 8. Let W = (W, U, N ) be a polarity and ε be an order type on n.
i For any R ⊆ U × W ε and any 0 ≤ i ≤ n, the following are equivalent:
ii For any R ⊆ W × U ε and any 0 ≤ i ≤ n, the following are equivalent:
Proof. i. By definition, for any i, j and X,
Let us assume that
, the converse inclusion following from the antitonicity of R (j) :
] by assumption)
The proof of (ii) follows verbatim.
Remark 9. In case R ⊆ U × W , the above lemma states that
for any X ⊆ W . Hence the lemma above gives an equivalent reformulation of the definition of compatibility in [26] (see also Lemma 1.4 therein).
Complex algebras of LE-frames
Given a polarity W and a ∈ W + , ε : {1, . . . , n} → {1, ∂}, for every 1 ≤ i ≤ n we denote
where L := W + (cf. Definition 5), and for all f ∈ F and all g ∈ G, we let
Algebraic and relational models
Specializing the usual interpretation of L-formulas into L-algebras to complex algebras of L-frames yields the following.
Definition 12. For any L-frame F and any V : Prop → F + , the unique homomorphic extension of V , denoted also V : L → F + , is defined recursively as follows:
As usual for any L-sequent ϕ ⊢ ψ, we say that
In the remainder of the paper we will abbreviate [ 
Unraveling the recursive definition of the unique homomorphic extension of a given valuation yields the following: Definition 14. For any L-model M = (F , V ), the satisfaction and co-satisfaction relations, ⊆ W × L and ≻ ⊆ U × L, are defined by simultaneous recursion as follows:
, then wN u.
In the table above,
Moreover, for any L-sequent ϕ ⊢ ψ, we write
The following proposition can be straightforwardly verified.
Proposition 15. For every L-frame F and every L-sequent ϕ ⊢ ψ,
As in the Boolean case, each L-model M can be seen as a two-sorted first-order structure. Accordingly, we define the correspondence language as follows.
Let L 1 be the two-sorted first-order language with equality built over the denumerable and disjoint sets of individual variables W and U , with binary relation symbol N , and (n f + 1)-ary relation symbols R f for each f ∈ F, and (n g + 1)-ary relation symbols R g for each g ∈ G and two unary predicate symbols
Definition 16. The standard translation of L into L 1 is given by the following recursion:
The following lemma is proved by a routine induction.
Lemma 17. For any L-model M, any L-frame F , any w ∈ W , u ∈ U and for all L-formulas φ and ψ,
4.
where P are the vectors of all predicate symbols corresponding to propositional variables occurring in ST x (φ), ST y (φ), ST x (ψ) and ST y (ψ).
Constructions and morphisms of LE-frames
In the present section we define morphisms, co-products, filter-ideal extensions and ultrapowers of LE-frames. Our approach builds on the category theoretic framework for polarities developed in [26] . We define morphisms as duals of complete homomorphisms of complete LE-algebras. We also define p-morphic images and generated subframes of LE-frames using the dual notions of injective and surjective complete homomorphisms of their associated complex algebras. Throughout this section, we fix an arbitrary LE-signature L = L(F, G).
Co-products of L-frames
Let {F i | i ∈ I} be a family of L-frames, where
where i∈I W i and i∈I U i denote the usual disjoint unions of sets (let ι i : W i → i∈I W i and γ i : U i → i∈I U i denote the canonical injections),
Example 19. Consider the L-frames F i = (P i , R i ) for i = 1, 2, where P i = (W i , U i , N i ) and
Morphisms of LE-frames
The following definition is the counterpart of the notion of p-morphism in classical modal logic. It has been obtained as the dual counterpart of the notion of complete homomorphism of L-algebras with an analogous argument as in [8] .
Definition 20. Let L be an LE-language and
p2. S (0) [u] 
G , where S 1 = S and S ∂ = T . 
Lemma 21. For every p-morphism (S, T ) :
Since by p4
it is enough to show that
We have:
(antitonicity of T (0) ) Definition 22.
Let (S, T ) :
be defined as
Proposition 23. For any L-frames F 1 and F 2 ,
is a complete L-homomorphism for every p-morphism (S, T ) :
Proof. Conditions p2, p3 and via Lemma 21 T (0) conditions p4 and p5 guarantee that h (S,T ) is well defined and preserves joins and meets. Conditions p6 and p7 immediately imply that h (S,T ) preserves F connectives and G connectives respectively.
Proposition 24. For all L-frames F 1 and F 2 ,
(S, T ) = (S h (S,T ) , T h (S,T )
) for every p-morphism (S, T ) :
Definition 25. For every p-morphism (S, T ) :
, for every a, b ∈ (F 2 ) + . In this case we say that F 2 is a p-morphic image of F 1 .
(S, T ) is injective, in symbols (S, T ) :
). In this case we say that F 1 is a generated subframe of F 2 .
In the following examples we consider the LE-signature L = L(F, G) where F = ∅ and G = {✷} with n ✷ = 1 and ε ✷ (1) = 1.
Example 26. Consider the L-frames F i = (P i , R i ) for i = 1, 2, where P i = (W i , U i , N i ) and
Let (S, T ) : F 2 → F 1 be the injective p-morphism defined as
To see that indeed (S, T ) verifies e.g. p4 of Definition 20, (
Therefore F 2 is a generated subframe of F 1 .
Example 27. Consider the L-frames F i = (P i , R i ) for i = 1, 2, where P i = (W i , U i , N i ) and
It can be verified that (S, T ) :
is a surjective p-morphism. Therefore F 2 is a p-morphic image of F 1 .
Example 28. For the same L-frames as Example 27 the pair of relations (S, T ) defined as
is not a p-morphism.
a 1
violating the conclusion of Lemma 21.
Filter-ideal frame
The following definition is the constructive counterpart of the ultrafilter frame (cf. [2, Definition 5.40]). 4. for any f ∈ F and any F ∈ F ε f , R ⋆ f (I, F ) if and only f (a) ∈ I for some a ∈ F ;
5. for any g ∈ G and any I ∈ I εg , R ⋆ g (F, I) if and only if g(a) ∈ F for some a ∈ I.
In order for the definition above to yield an L-frame, we need to verify that the relations R ⋆ f and R ⋆ g satisfy (6) and (7). The next lemma verifies this. To simplify the computations we let, for every F ∈ F ε f and I ∈ I εg ,
Thanks to this notation, for any f ∈ F and g ∈ G, we can write:
For any LE-algebra A and any X ⊆ A, let ⌊X⌋ and ⌈X⌉ respectively denote the filter and ideal generated by X. In case X = {a} we write ⌊a⌋ and ⌈a⌉ for principal filters and ideals.
Lemma 30. For F A as above, and any F ∈ F, I ∈ I:
The remaining statements are proved analogously.
Since g is meet preserving and join reversing and F is a filter, g((a ∧ εg b)
exists a i ∈ I i such that g(a i b ) ∈ F , and let b ≤ c. Since g is monotone in the i-th coordinate and F is a filter, then g(a i c ) ∈ F . Since a i ∈ I i , it follows that c ∈ g (i) (F, I i ). The proof of the remaining items are order dual.
Let us show the inclusion marked with ( * ). Let F ∈ F A s.t. ⌈g(I )⌉ ∩ F = ∅. To show that g(I) ∩ F = ∅ it is enough to show that for any a ∈ ⌈g(I )⌉ there exists some b ∈ g(I) such that a ≤ b. Indeed, it is enough to show this for a = j≤k g(a j ), where a j ∈ I for all j ≤ k. Notice that εg j≤k a j ∈ I. Hence g( εg j≤k a j ) ∈ g(I ). By the tonicity of g, we have a = j≤k g(a j ) ≤ g( εg j≤k a j ).
As for showing that (R
i ] is stable. The remaining cases are shown similarly.
Lemma 33 (cf.
6). (F ⋆
Proposition 34. Let A and B be L-algebras.
Definition 35. Let F be an L-frame. The filter-ideal extension of F is the L-frame F ⋆ F + .
Ultrapowers of LE-frames
be a first-order language with variables of two sorts, which, for convenience, we denote W and U . Henceforth we use x to denote variables of sort W and y to denote variables of sort U . 2. U J is the set of functions t : J → U ; 3. sN J t if and only if s(j)N t(j) for all j ∈ J;
4. R f (t, s) if and only if R f (t(j), s(j)) for all j ∈ J;
5. R g (s, t) if and only if R g (s(j), t(j)) for all j ∈ J;
For every ultrafilter U over J, let ≡ W and ≡ U be the equivalence relations on W J and U J respectively defined as follows:
We let [s] and [t] respectively denote the ≡ W -equivalence class containing s and the ≡ Uequivalence class containing t. We let W U and U U denote the resulting quotient sets. It is easy to see that the equivalence relations ≡ W and ≡ U are congruences with respect to
) a∈F + . Definition 37. For every F , J and U as above, the ultrapower
is the L F -structure where:
Henceforth, we will abuse notation and identify s with [s] and t with [t]. We will always use s and t ∂ to denote elements of W U and t and s ∂ to denote elements of U U .
Theorem 38 ( Los).
As an immediate consequence of Los' Theorem we obtain the following:
Corollary 39. For every F , J and U as above the ultrapower F J /U is an L-frame. Definition 40. Let κ be an infinite cardinal, M be a model of L F , and L F (M ) be the language obtained expanding L F with constants symbols for the elements of M . Then M is κ-saturated if for any set Σ of formulas in L F (M ) such that Σ contains finitely many free variables x and y and |Σ| < κ, if Σ is finitely satisfied in M then Σ is satisfied in M .
Lemma 41 (cf.
[4] Theorem 6.1.8). For any L-frame F there exists a set J and an ultrafilter U over J such that F J /U is |L F | + -saturated.
Enlargement property for LE-logics
In the classical modal logic setting, the main step of the Goldblatt-Thomason theorem consists in showing that the ultrafilter extension of the disjoint union of a certain family of elements of the class K of Kripke frames belongs to K. This is done by showing that this ultrafilter extension is the p-morphic image of some ultrapower (cf. [2, Theorem 3.17]). Goldblatt refers to this existence property as the enlargement property, and proves it in the context of polarities (cf. [15, Theorem 6.2] ). 5 In this section we prove the enlargement property for L-frames. In what follows, we fix an LE-signature L = L(F, G) and an L-frame F .
Theorem 42 (Enlargement property).
There exists a surjective p-morphism (S, T ) : F J /U ։ F ⋆ F + for some set J and some ultrafilter U over J. Proof. The proof will proceed in a series of lemmas, proven below. Let J and U be as in Lemma 41, i.e. such that
, where S ⊆ W U × I F + and T ⊆ U U × F F + are defined as follows:
The relations S and T satisfy the conditions of Definition 20. Indeed, Lemma 45 shows that condition p2 and p3 are satisfied. Lemma 46 shows conditions p4 and p5 are satisfied. Lemma 47 shows that conditions p6 and p7 are satisfied. Finally, Lemma 48 implies that (S, T ) is surjective.
The following two technical lemmas will simplify the further computations.
Lemma 43. The following hold:
Proof. We only prove item 1, the proof of item 2 being dual. Let s be such that {c ∈ In fact, Goldblatt states and proves that there exists an embedding e : (P + ) δ ֒→ (P J /U) + for some set J and some ultrafilter U over J. The proof for the Kripke frame analogue of this result follows from a construction involving a p-morphism defined on an ultrapower of a structure, and constructs the required embedding as the dual of that p-morphism. This is the strategy we follow in the present paper. However Goldblatt's proof of [ 
Lemma 44. Let c 1 , . . . , c n ∈ F + . For any w ∈ W, u ∈ U, s ∈ W U and t ∈ U U . The following implications hold:
Proof.
1. We only show the first two, the remaining two being dual:
(a)
2. We only show the first two, the remaining two being dual:
Lemma 45. For every t ∈ U U , s ∈ W U , F ∈ F F + and I ∈ I F + , Proof. Let us first show that T (1) [t] is Galois stable for every t ∈ U U . Let
Since U is a filter, I t is an ideal. By the definition of I t , tT F if and only if I t ∩ F = ∅ for any filter F . This shows that T (1) [t] = I ↓ t which is enough to prove that T (1) [t] is Galois stable. Now let us show that (
Notice that the set of formulas with a free variable x
is finitely satisfiable in F J /U . Indeed, since filters are closed under meets, by Lemma 44, it is enough to show that for any c ∈ F the set S := {¬xN t, P [[c] ] (x)} is satisfiable. We have
as well by assigning the variable x to some witness s ∈ W U . By the definition of Σ, we have that
This concludes the proof that T is N U and N ⋆ compatible. The proof for S is dual.
Lemma 46. The following inclusions hold:
is finitely satisfiable in F . Indeed, since filters are closed under meets and ideals are closed under joins, by Lemma 44, it is enough to show that for any a ∈ I 0 and b ∈ F 0 the set
exists. Since F J /U is |L F | + -saturated we have that Σ is satisfied in F J /U as well by assigning the variables y to some witness t ∈ U U . Since I 0 ∈ Q ↑ , it follows that for all F ∈ Q ↑↓ = Q I 0 ∩ F = ∅. Hence since t −1 [([a])] ∈ U for every a ∈ I 0 , it follows that t ∈ T (0) [Q] . On the other hand, F 0 ∈ P and
. This concludes the proof.
The Goldblatt-Thomason theorem for LE-logics
The following proposition is an immediate consequence of Proposition 15 and Birkoff's Theorem.
Proposition 49. Let L be an LE-signature and let ϕ ⊢ ψ be an L-sequent. For all L-frames
Theorem 50. Let L = L(F, G) be an LE-signature and let K be a class of L-frames that is closed under taking ultrapowers. Then K is L-definable if and only if K is closed under p-morphic images, generated subframes and co-products, and reflects filter-ideal extensions.
Proof. The left to right direction is shown in Proposition 49. For the right to left direction, let K be any class of frames satisfying the closure conditions of the statement. It suffices to show that any frame F validating the L-theory of K is itself a member of K.
Let F be such a frame. Clearly F + satisfies the theory of K + := {G + | G ∈ K}. Hence by Birkhoff's theorem F + belongs to the variety generated by K + , and therefore F + is the homomorphic image of a subalgebra of some product i∈I F + i ∼ = ( i∈I F i ) + , where F i ∈ K for each i ∈ I, as illustrated by the following diagram:
Since K is closed under taking disjoint unions, i∈I F i ∈ K. Applying Proposition 34 to the diagram above yields:
( i∈I F i ) + . By Theorem 42 there exists a set J and some ultrafilter U over J such that a surjective p-morphism ( i∈I F i ) J /U ։ F ⋆ ( i∈I F i ) + exists. Since i∈I F i ∈ K and K is closed under ultrapowers, ( i∈I F i ) J /U ∈ K. Since K is closed under p-morphic images, F ⋆ ( i∈I F i ) + ∈ K. As K is closed under p-morphic images and generated subframes, it follows that F ⋆ A and F ⋆ F + are in K, which implies that F ∈ K since K reflects filter-ideal extensions.
Applications
In the present section, we give examples of first-order conditions on L-frames which we show to be not definable in the corresponding L language. Let L := (F, G) where F = ∅ and G = {✷}. Then L-frames are tuples F = (P, R) where P = (W, U, N ) is a polarity and R ⊆ W × U is an N -compatible relation.
Example 51. Let K be the elementary class of L-frames F defined by
To see that K is not L-definable, consider the L-frames of Example 19. 
Then, clearly, (
, which implies that
This shows that K is not closed under disjoint unions, hence by Theorem 50, condition (15) is not L-definable.
Example 52. Let K be the elementary class of L-frames F defined by ∀u∃w(¬wRu).
To see that K is not L-definable consider the L-frames and the p-morphism of Example 26. Since F 2 is a generated subframe of F 1 and F 1 ∈ K while F 2 / ∈ K, the class K is not closed under generated subframes, hence by Theorem 50, condition (16) is not L-definable.
Example 53. Let K be the elementary class of L-frames F defined by
To see that K is not L-definable consider the L-frames and p-morphism of Example 27.
Since F 2 is a p-morphic image of F 1 and F 1 ∈ K while F 2 / ∈ K, K is not closed under p-morphic images, hence by Theorem 50, condition (17) is not L-definable.
Conclusions
Present contributions.
In the present paper, we state and prove a version of the Goldbatt-Thomason theorem which applies uniformly to normal LE-logics in arbitrary signatures. This class of logics includes well known logics such as the full Lambek calculus and its axiomatic extensions, orthologic, and the Lambek-Grishin calculus. The theorem is formulated as usual in terms of four model-theoretic constructions (coproduct, bounded morphic image, generated subframe, filter-ideal frame) on LE-frames, which we define and justify on duality-theoretic grounds.
A wider research program. In [15] , Goldblatt axiomatically defines a "canonicity framework" which is guaranteed to satisfy Goldblatt's algebraic generalisation of Fine's canonicity theorem: an ultraproducts-closed class of structures generates a variety that is closed under canonical extensions. As a case study, Goldblatt proved that this canonicity framework applies to general lattices.
A natural prosecution of the present work is to apply Goldblatt's canonicity framework to normal LEs, and more in general to varieties generated by concept lattices with additional operations that are first-order definable over polarity-based models. In other words, operations that are definable via a first-order Standard Translation such as the one given in Definition 16. The role of first-order definability is core to the relational semantics of wide classes of logics on classical, (bi-)intuitionistic and distributive propositional bases, and in the setting of LElogics, the polarity-based semantics is a natural candidate to explore meta-logical properties of LE-logics in connection with first-order definability. The results of the present paper can provide a basis where these ideas can be developed.
Labelled calculi for LE-logics.
An example of such meta-logical properties is prooftheoretic and consists in uniformly developing labelled sequent calculi for LE-logics, applying Sara Negri's methodology [27, 9] in the context of L-frames.
